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Resonant Raman scattering by plasmons and LO phonons near the E& and Et +5& gaps of GaSb
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We report on the resonance of Raman scattering by plasmons near the E& and E& + A~ gaps of
heavily doped n-type GaSb. The dipole-allowed Raman scattering by plasmons due to the
electro-optic (Frohlich interband) coupling of bands interferes with the dipole-forbidden q-
dependent Frohlich intraband scattering. Absolute values of Raman polarizabilities and
efficiencies are displayed. The interference is compared with that of the LO phonons seen from
the surface depletion layer. Theoretical expression for the resonance of the di6'erent scattering
mechanisms (electro-optic, Frohlich intraband, electric field induced, deformation potential, im-

purity induced, 2LO) near the E& and E&+6& gaps are derived and compared with the experi-
ment. The dispersion of the second-order susceptibility 7'&23(coL, —Qp, Q)g) is displayed and the
Faust-Henry coe%cient of CiaSb determined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interference effects near the Eo+Ao gap of III-V com-
pounds between dipole-allowed deformation-potential
scattering and dipole-forbidden Frohlich intraband q-
dependent Raman scattering by LO phonons are an es-
tablished phenomenon [GaAs, ' InP, GaSb, GaP
(Ref. 7)]. They can be described by a theory which as-
sumes uncorrelated electron-hole pairs as intermediate
states. Interference effects have also been reported for
LO phonons near the E& gap of InSb and have been suc-
cessfully explained by the theory.

Interference effects in Raman scattering by the cou-
pled longitudinal-optical-phonon —plasmon modes of n-
type GaAs (n =1&&10' cm ) near the Eo+bo gap
were observed by Chen. For the interpretation of these
data, deformation-potential, electro-optic (Frohlich in-
terband), and q-dependent (Frohlich intraband) scatter-
ing and charge-density fluctuations must be con-
sidered. ' ' Near the E& and E&+5& gaps no free car-
riers are present in direct-gap semiconductors, thus the
charge-density fluctuation mechanism is not operative.

The first observation of coupled LO-phonon —plasmon
modes in Raman spectra excited with photon energies
near the E& gap was reported by Buchner and Bur-
stein. ' The measurements were carried out in accumu-
lation space-charge layers at (100) surfaces of n-type
InAs. The Ei gap of GaSb ( =2. 16 eV) (Ref. 16) is easi-
ly accessible with cw dye lasers, and in highly n-doped
samples (n ~ 10' cm ) the L+ modes are almost
plasmonlike, corresponding to pure electron-plasma os-
cillations, whereas the frequency of the L mode nearly
coincides with that of the TO phonon (screened LO pho-
non). ' ' ' i' Thus the two particles decouple: only
Raman scattering mechanisms associated with their
internal electric fields must be considered for the
plasmons. The electric field of the plasmon couples in-
terband via the Frohlich electron-plasmon interaction,
and yields the electro-optic scattering which obeys the

usual dipole-selection rules. ' ' The mechanism corre-
sponds to a three-wave mixing of the electric fields of the
incident photon, plasmon, and scattered photon, and is
closely related to the nonlinear optical response.
The intraband matrix elements of the Frohlich interac-
tion give the usual dipole-forbidden, q-dependent
Frohlich-induced scattering. Both mechanisms lead to
the same final state (q is fixed by the optical scattering
vector): they are mutually coherent and can interfere.
Incoherent mechanisms, like impurity-induced scattering
in the case of LO phonons, ' should be weak, since the
impurity potential is strongly screened by the electron
plasma. Thus we expect similar interference effects for
Raman scattering by plasmons near the E j and E& + 6&
gaps as for LO phonons in undoped material, except for
the incoherent contribution to the scattering intensity.

On the other hand, polar semiconductors are known
to possess surface depletion or enrichment layers (for n

type GaSb depletion layers). Near the Ei gap, the
penetration depth of the light is of the order of the layer
thickness (1/2a = 100—200 A) for n ~ 10' cm in
GaSb: both features, the coupled modes L+ and I.
from the bulk, as well as the LO phonon from the sur-
face depletion layer, are seen in the Raman spec-
tra. ' ' The measurement of the interference effects
of plasmons near the E& and E

& +6& gaps yields the pos-
sibility of comparing plasmon and LO-phonon reso-
nances; absorption corrections, however, are important
and delicate. The thickness of the depletion layer can be
determined rather accurately with Raman scattering by
comparing the intensities of the LO phonon and
screened LO phonon for different laser energies (penetra-
tion depths of the light).

Several scattering mechanisms resonant near the E&
and E&+6» gaps must be taken into account for the LO
phonon. They have been reviewed by Richter et al. '
and Menendez et al. There are two-band and three-
band contributions to the deformation-potential dipole-
allowed scattering by LO phonons and the standard
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Frohlich intraband dipole-forbidden scattering. The
Frohlich interband or electro-optic mechanism is usually
assumed to be a small correction to deformation-
potential scattering. It gives rise to sma11 differences in
Raman scattering eSciencies between LO and TO pho-
nons. ' ' An additional dipole-forbidden scattering
mechanism induced by the surface electric field has been
proposed by Pinczuk and Burstein. It is formally simi-
lar to the Frohlich q-dependent Raman scattering and
becomes important at fields of the order of 10
V/cm. ' The impurity-induced dipole-forbidden Ra-
man scattering by LO phonons proposed by Gogolin and
Rashba has also been shown to be operative near the
E

&
and E&+ 6& gaps: In this case the uncorrelated

electron-hole pair, labeled here as the exciton, is scat-
tered twice, by the LO phonon via the Frohlich
electron-phonon interaction, and elastically by the im-
purity. In this fourth-order process the q conservation
is relaxed and the whole LO-phonon branch can be ac-
tivated. The 2LO-phonon scattering is formally
equivalent to the impurity-induced Raman scattering by
LO phonons: A second Frohlich electron-phonon in-
teraction replaces the electron-impurity interaction.
Although some resonance Raman data of LO phonons
are available for the E& or E&+b& gaps of GaAs,
GaSb, ' InAs, or InSb (Refs. 8,31,38, and 41), the
resonance of impurity-induced and 2LO-phonon scatter-
ing derived from the q dependence of the Frohlich in-
teraction have so far not been calculated for the two-
dimensional E& gap. Here we present such calculations
and compare them with new experimental data. As far
as the intrinsic first-order Raman scattering mechanisms
by LO phonons are concerned, we reformulate the calcu-
lations of Ref. 31 in order to derive the correct prefac-
tors and signs for the corresponding effect of the
plasmons.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The GaSb samples studied were cut with a (001) face
from a Czochralski-grown tellurium-doped ingot
(n =Xd ——2 X 10' cm ). The Raman spectra show the
LO-phonon —plasmon coupled modes L+ and L (Refs.
12—14) as well as the unscreened LO phonon from the
surface depletion layer. ' We may consider the L +
mode as a pure plasmon, since the phonon admixture to
the L+ mode is negligible at n =2 ~ 10' cm
(fiQ& ——75 meV). The frequency of the L mode
(screened LO phonon) nearly coincides with that of the
TO phonon, which lies very close to the LO phonon
(A'Q =29 meV, A'Qto -—30 meV). Neither feature was
resolved over the whole spectral range under investiga-
tion (A'cot ——1.9—2. 7 eV) by the optical multichannel
detection system used.

The absorption of the material varies strongly with en-
ergy close to the E& and E]+6& gaps, thus requiring
corrections for the Raman scattering efFiciencies. The
absorption of the sample was determined by spectroscop-
ic ellipsometry at 30 K. The measured complex
reflectance ratio p = r /r, was analyzed within thep s

42three-phase model of the sample (air-oxide-substrate).

The values of the dielectric function of the oxide layer
on GaSb were taken from the literature. Its thickness

0

was determined to be 36 A. From the resulting complex
dielectric function for the substrate, the absorption
coeScient, the refractive index, and the reflectivity of
the heavily doped GaSb were calculated as a function of
energy.

By performing a line-shape analysis of the spectrum of
the second derivative of the complex dielectric function
with respect to the photon energy, A' d e/des, the pa-
rameters of the E& and E, +b, , critical points (energy,
width, amplitude, phase angle) were determined.

The optical susceptibility X (e= 1+4m.X ) can be
decomposed into contributions from the E

&
(X+ ) and

E&+b, & (X ) critical points. Due to the very large lon-
gitudinal mass in the [111]direction with respect to the
transverse one, the E& and E]+6& critical points can be
assumed to be two dimensional. Then the susceptibili-
ties 7 are approximately given by '

W +e'&+
7+ (E ) = — . (E ) + b, , /3) ln(1 —x ) )E2

and

a -e'&
X (E)=— (E, +2k(/3) ln(1 —x„).

x &, and x &, are "reduced" energies defined as
x~ E/(E& —i'+),——and x&, E/(E&+b——,

&
ir) ), where—

denote the broadening of the corresponding gaps.
A —are the (real) amplitudes of the critical points and
P* are the phase angles which describe phenomenologi-
cally excitonic effects on the E&, E&+6& transitions
(P =0 for a pure two-dimensional (2D) interband
minimum, p=m. /2 for a 2D saddle point). 46

E& ——2. 160
eV, g+=29.2 meV, 3+=0.54 eV and E&+6&——2. 597
eV, g =40.8 meV, 3 =0.54 eV were obtained from
the line-shape analysis of the ellipsometric data with
P+=P =119. From k p expressions one obtains
3+= 2 =4&3e /9ma0=0. 57 eV with e the free-
electron charge and ao the lattice constant.

The Raman measurements were performed in back-
scattering geometry in a helium-flow cryostat at about
10 K. For the excitation of spectra we used the discrete
lines of Kr+- and Ar+-ion lasers as well as a cw dye
laser with R6G (Lambda Physik, Gottingen) pumped by
all lines of an Ar+ laser (5 W) and with Coumarin 6
(Lambda Physik, Gottingen) pumped by the 488-nm line
of an Ar+ laser (3 W). The dye lasers covered the spec-
tral range 1.93—2.35 eV, close to the E& gap of GaSb.
The laser beam was focused with a cylindrical lens onto
the sample in order to keep the power density below 10
W/cm .

The notation of the coordinate axes is that of Ref. 2.
We denote by x, y, z, x', and y' the [100], [010], [001],
[110],and [110]directions, respectively. We choose the
Ga atom at the origin and the Sb atom at a (ao/4)
(l, l, l). With this convention the (111)plane (parallel to
[110] is Ga terminated. The [110] and [110] directions
are physically inequivalent on a (001) surface and can be
distinguished by inspection of the etch pattern produced
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by preferential etching with a 0.2M solution of Fe2(SO4)3
in 37% HCl.

The Raman measurements were performed in four
difFerent backscattering configurations which, in the case
of Raman scattering by LO phonons, allow us to distin-
guish between the dipole-allowed and dipole-forbidden
contributions as weIl as to measure their interference:
z(x', x')z (I), z(y', y')z (II), z(x, x )z (III), and z(y, x )z
(IV).' The spectra were analyzed with an optical mul-
tichannel analyzer (OMA) system composed on a triple-
mate monochromator (Spex Industries, Metuchen, NJ)
and a position-sensitive photomultiplier (Mepsicron
F4146M, ITT, Fort Wayne, IN). The resolution of our
spectrometer was about 3 A for the 1200-line/mm
grating-monochromator stage, essentially limited by the
cross talk between two neighboring "channels" of the
channel plate (extending about five channels). Thus we
were not able to resolve the I mode from the LO-
phonon line over the whole spectral range under investi-
gation. The common feature will be labeled "LO."

We used the sample-substitution method to obtain ab-
solute values for the Raman tensor. High-purity sil-
icon served as a reference (

~

a
~ s;

——70+30 A at
%col ——2.2 eV) (Ref. 49), taking the strong dispersion to-
wards the high-energy side, as shown in Ref. 50, into ac-
count. The thickness of the depletion layer was deter-
mined from a separate measurement of the
I(L )/I(LO) phonon intensity ratio in the z(y, x)z
configuration (IV) performed on a conventional double
monochromator with an 1800-line/mm grating.

Figure 1 shows the I(L )/I(LO) ratio plotted against
laser photon energy for the discrete lines of an Ar+ and
Kr+ laser (the inset depicts a typical spectrum at
%col ——2.336 eV). The curves are calculated for different

where aL (as) is the absorption coefficient at the fre-
quency of the incident (scattered) light and d the thick-
ness of the depletion layer. Although this idealization is
rough, the calculated curves for d = 175+25 A represent
the ratio found experimentally rather well. With a sim-
ple Schottky model we determine the electric field at the
surface to be

~

E ~,„—=4X 10 V/cm. The potential bar-
rier then amounts to about 0.4 eV. We thus expect a
forbidden contribution to the Raman scattering by LO
phonons from the surface depletion layer induced by the
built-in electric field.

The count rate outside the crystal Rs is related to the
Raman scattering e%ciency dS/d 0 by the following ex-
pressions. ' For the signal coming from the depletion
layer,

—(aL +a& )d L, dS
(1—e ) EQ'

&s(ac+us)

(3)

For the signal coming from the bulk,

(e ) bQ'TS TL (aL+a~)d PL dS
&s(&c+o's),fmc dQ

(4)

Here, TL (Ts ) is the power-transmission coefficient
(T= 1 r), ni (ns ) —the refractive index, and aL (us ) the
absorption coefficient at the frequency coL (cps ) of the in-
cident (scattered) light. Further, d, PI, and b,Q' denote
the thickness of the depletion layer, the power of the in-
cident light, and the solid angle of collection outside the
crystal, respectively. The factors in the large
parentheses of Eqs. (3) and (4) correct the signals for ab-
sorption, refractive index, and reflectivity. The absorp-
tion data for Si were taken from Ref. 51, and the
reflectivity and refractive index were chosen from ellip-
sometric data. For the correction of the Si data, Eq. (3)
for d ~00 was applied.

III. THEORY

thicknesses of the depletion layer using the eBipsometric
absorption data and assuming that the LO signal is
confined to the depletion layer only, while the L mode
originates from the bulk. For an idealized abrupt
change from the depletion region to the doped bulk,
I(L )/I(LO) is proportional to

—(al + a& )d —(al +a& )d
e /1 —e

+w+

2.0
huiL{ eV)

I +-++—
2.5

FIG. 1. Ratio of the scattering intensity for screened LO
phonons I. to that for bare LO phonons. The curves are cal-
culated for three depletion layer thicknesses d as described in
the text. The inset shows a typical spectrum at AcoL ——2.336
eV.

The theory of resonant Raman scattering by LO pho-
nons near the E& and E&+6& gaps has been reviewed in
Refs. 8 and 31 for deformation-potential (DP), Frohlich
intraband (F), and electric-field (E)-induced scattering.
An additional contribution to the scattering near reso-
nance at the Ep+ Ap gap arises from elastic scattering by
impurities. ' The electric field at the depletion layer
may lead to an important "forbidden" contribution to
the signal near the E& and E&+6& gaps. In the bulk the
impurities are screened by the electron plasma and thus
impurity-induced scattering can be neglected for
plasmons. Charge-density fluctuations' ' are also dis-
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carded near E1 and E1+61 of GaSb, because the
amount of free carriers occupying the conduction-band
minimum of this gap is very small. Since no ionic defor-
mation is present for plasmons, only those mechanisms
associated with their electrical field are operative.
Electro-optic (EO) scattering arises from Frohlich inter
band coupling with a higher conduction band and obeys
usual dipole-selection rules, ' ' ' whereas Frohlich in-
traband (F) coupling yields the usual q-dependent Ra-
man scattering which is dipole forbidden over a (001)
face near the E1 and E1+51 gaps. ' '

We apply a formalism similar to that of Ref. 31 to cal-
culate the transition amplitudes and matrix elements for
the EO scattering by plasmons, as well as the impurity-
induced scattering by LO phonons and the 2LO-phonon
scattering. We also rediscuss the formula for F and E
scattering of Refs. 31 and 8 as far as prefactors and signs
of Raman polarizabilities for LO phonons or plasmons
are concerned.

Raman scattering intensities can either be expressed as
Raman scattering eSciencies or squared Raman polari-
zability, which, in the case of first-order Raman scatter-
ing by LO phonons, are related to each other by Eq. (1)
of Ref. 5. The Raman scattering efficiency dS/dQ (per
unit solid angle and unit length) depends on the transi-
tion amplitude Wf; between an initial

~
i, et ) and a final

state
~ f,es ) (eL and es are the polarization vectors for

the incident and scattered light):

3 3
dos col ns nL

V
(2ir)2 c' ~

Wf;(es, eL )
~

[n(n)+ I].

ns nL, Vca= Wf, (es, eL) .2' g p AcoL
(6)

V, (=ao/4) is the volume of the primitive cell and uo
the zero-point amplitude of the relative displacement of
the longitudinal elementary excitation (LO phonon or
plasmon). This amplitude u o can be derived from the
zero-point energy conservation

1/2

Qp p=
2n Vm, Ap

for plasmons

V is the crystal volume, c the speed of light in vacuum,
nL (ns) the refractive index at the frequency coL (co+ ) of
the incident (scattered) light, and n(fl) the boson occu-
pation number of an elementary excitation with frequen-
cy Q. In the case of impurity-induced and 2LO-phonon
scattering, fourth-order perturbation expressions hold
for Wf;(es, et ) involving q integrations over the LO-
phonon branch. ' A fourth-order perturbation ex-
pression has also been evaluated in Ref. 31 for E-induced
Raman scattering. In the case of F, EO, and DP
scattering by LO phonons or plasmons, a third-order
perturbation expression [similar to Eq. (11) of Ref. 31]
holds for the transition amplitude. ' '

The Raman polarizability a for first-order Raman
scattering is related, for either LO phonons or plasmons,
to the transition amplitude

and

AV,
for LO phonons .

2 VM'QLo

m, is the eff'ective electron mass, n the electron concen-
tration, and Ap the plasma frequency, whereas M*
[=(I/Mo, '+1/MA, ') '] denotes the reduced mass of
the primitive cell. Note that the up's introduce, in Eq.
(6), a scaling factor u o Lo/u o p= 1.4X10 between
the squared Raman polarizability of plasmons with
respect to that of LO phonons in GaSb.

Equations (7) and (8) allow us to write the Frohlich in-
teraction operator HF in a unique form for plasrnons
and LO phonons:

Cl. e CF
H =i —(c e 'q' —c e' ')F 2 Qy q q

g

where cq and cq are the corresponding creation and an-
nihilation operators and e is the phonon (plasmon) polar-
ization vector. Depending on the relative sign of e and
CF an additional minus sign appears in Eq. (9) which is
essential for the interference phenomenon to be dis-
cussed here. For LO-phonon scattering we define eLo
following Ref. 2 (Fig. 1 of Ref. 2, u„iLo ——u,„;,„—u„„,„):
eLo points into the direction of the relative sublattice
displacement. We take eLo ——(0,0, 1) for propagation
along z. With this definition the Frohlich constant be-
comes

(9)

CF, io =e[2vr(1/e„—I/eo)~+Lol
1/2

8~ fi

V, M*nLo
eTe

(10)

e„and eo are the high-frequency (ir) and low-frequency
(rf) dielectric constants. Equation (10) defines the trans-
verse dynamical charge eT, which is positive within our
definition of the primitive cell. An interchange of the
cation and anion would change the sign of eT, and thus
that of CF, if eLo is kept constant.

By analogy we define in the case of the plasmon
(u i p =U,i„„,„):ep points into the direction of the elec-
tron displacement [ep ——(0,0, 1) for propagation along
z], and

CF p ——e
2mfiQp

' 1/2

&0.

A. Scattering mechanisms

The electron-photon interaction H,z enters twice into
the third- or fourth-order expressions for the transition
amplitude [Eq. (11) of Ref. 31]. It yields the matrix ele-
ment

The choice of the sign in Eq. (11) is consistent with that
of Eq. (10). Note that the sign of CF for plasmons does
not depend on the choice of the origin in the primitive
cell (PC).
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(0
I
bk"kH, fata„-, I

0)=-e 4~
l t Pl n.

l

1/2

2c

1/2

x& I";.p I
(12)

where e (m ) is the free-electron charge (mass), n; is the
refractive index of the material at the frequency co;, and
( c

I e; p I
v ) denotes the momentum matrix element be-

tween a valence-band state and a conduction-band state
for a polarization e; of p. ak-, and b1,k' are creation
operators for a photon with momentum Rk and a polar-
ization e, and an electron-hole (e-h) pair with total
pseudomomentum A'k (k=k, —kh) and relative pseu-
domomentum th'K (K=s,k, +shkh ), respectively. The
dimensionless quantities s, h are defined as

P=i(X, Ip„IS) & 0 (A ~A", or A;, ), (16a)

and

P'=i (S Ip„IX, ) & 0 (A6" or A~5 A6'), (16b)

Q=i (X„Ip I
Z, ) & 0 (A6" or A4~~A6 or A& ~) .

The matrix element of Eq. (15) describes the scattering
of an electron from one band (c ) to the other (c') while
an elementary excitation is created with pseudomomen-
tum Aq.

The momentum matrix elements (c'
I
e p I

c ) or
(c

I
e p I

v ) of Eqs. (12) and (15) between the three bands
A6 or A4 5, A6', and A6' Or A4 5 are defined as fol-
lows:

s, =m, ~/mi, sh
——mii/mi, mi ——m, i+mii (13) (16c)

m, i (mi, i) are the conduction-electron (-hole) eff'ective
masses in the direction perpendicular to [111], respec-
tively. In order to evaluate the resonance behavior near
the E1 gap, the transition amplitudes Wf; must be
summed over all eight valleys along the ( 111) directions
[Eqs. (18) and (19) of Ref. 31].

1. Electro optic (EO-) scattering by plasmons
or LO phonons

The Raman polarizability for EO scattering by
plasmons (LO phonons) can be calculated in third-order
perturbation theory. In Eq. (11) of Ref. 31 the interband
matrix element has to replace the intraband matrix ele-
ment of the Frohlich interaction. Three bands are in-
volved instead of two. We use a three-band model con-
sisting only of the A4 s (A6) valence band for excitations
resonant with the E, (Ei+b, t) gap, the A6' lowest con-
duction band and the A6'" A4 5 higher conduction
bands. The energies of e-h transitions are labelled E1
(A4 5~A6'), Et +b, i (A6~A6'), and E 'i (Az & or
A6~A6'" or A4 5). The spin-orbit splitting and the
dispersion are neglected for the higher E1 transition. Its
average energy is denoted by E '1. For the E1 gap a par-
abolic dispersion is assumed: '

2

Ei(K)=E, + Ki —ii)2 +
2pi

(14)

iM J [ ( 1 /m J + 1 /mh J )
' ] denotes the reduced mass of

an e-h pair in the direction perpendicular to the [111]
direction, and g+ is the Lorentzian broadening of the E1
gap. We consider free-electron-hole pairs only.

The electric field associated with the plasmon (LO
phonon) couples two diff'erent bands [vector potential
A=i(c /V)' (C /eFQ)(c eq'q' cue' ')e—] The inte.r
band matrix element of the Frohlich interaction is

(p
I

bc'v Hinterbtcv
I
p)

This definition implies that the matrix elements do not
vary much from the I to the L point along the A direc-
tion. P, P', and Q are real numbers. The sign of P'
(but not that of P and Q ) reverses when we interchange
cation and anion within the PC. In Eqs. (16), X, , Y„,
and Z, (X„Y„andZ, ) denote the valence-
(conduction- ) band functions that transform like the
coordinates x, y, and z, respectively.

The summation of the transition amplitudes in Eqs.
(18) and (19) of Ref. 31 leads to a factor of 2 to take into
account opposite (111) directions. All possible inter-
mediate states ( c) =

I
A6'),

I
A6'"), or

I
A&5)) and

the spin degeneracy must be included. For backscatter-
ing on a (001) face, the product of momentum matrix
elements in the numerator of the transition amplitude
averaged over the four different valleys (I = 1, [111];
1=2, [1 11];1=3, [111];1=4, [111])becomes

g &v
I es p I

c')i(c
I

eL, p I" )I&c' Ip Ic &I

1=1

20iPP'Q
9

es T, .eL,

with

0 1 0
T, = 1 0 0

0 0 0

The denominator of the transition amplitude determines
the resonance behavior of the contributing diagrams.
We can distinguish between two resonant terms which
contribute to the transition amplitude with opposite
signs depending on whether they correspond to incoming
or outgoing resonances (ficol or Icos Ei). It is con-——
venient to introduce the quantities '

AcoL —E 1 + 7 'g
a'=(fi/2piQ)', a=

AQ,

e=l
m

. 1/2 C1 F

V en~
&c'

I

e.p I

c &bK, K'bk, k'+q .
and

=a —1.
(18)

The longitudinal K integration yields far~3/ao with
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I
]

e
e
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t e

I

e

I e

t e'

i I
I

I ~

te

2.20
'hisi

L (eV }

y =5meV

y =10 meV

V

2.30

perturbation theory [Eqs. (11)—(23) of Ref. 31]. The
derivation is formally similar to that of the EO scatter-
ing. A two-band model consisting either of the A45
valence and A6' conduction band (Ei ) or the A6 and A6'
band (E, +hi) is considered and the Frohlich intraband
matrix element included '
&0

~
bkK cq~'F"'"bkK

~
0&

ie.q CF
q2 QV e h

(~K,s q+K' fiK+s q, K')~k, k'+q ~

where the dimensionless quantities s„s&are defined in
Eq. (13). We consider only free electron-hole pairs and
take the q dependence into account by expanding the
denominator to second order in q. The final result for
the Raman tensor RF after summing over all valleys and
the spin degeneracy can be summarized as '

FIG. 2. Rarnan e%ciency for electro-optic (EO) scattering
calculated with Eq. (19) using the parameters appropriate to
the LO phonon of GaSb for three different broadenings of the
E~ gap (g=5, 10, and 30 meV).

gv3f 1 e
aEO

9TTa 0a 02L ( COL COS }
'4i 2 1/2

3
V, CF

V up

1 1X, +E ) E )
—ficoI

(lnP —lna} . (19)

The EO Raman scattering obeys usual dipole-selection
rules. On a (001) face it is allowed for eI ——(1,0, 0) and
es=(0 1 0)

Figure 2 displays the Raman scattering efficiency for
EO scattering as a function of laser energy Reel near the
E& gap. The calculation was performed for different
broadenings g with parameters appropriate to LO pho-
nons in GaSb. Incoming and outgoing resonances are
observed: for q=o the scattering efficiency diverges at
ficoI ——E& and Rco& ——E&. Vhth increasing broadening the
curves smear out and show a maximum at
AcoL, ——E&+AQL&/2. The sign of aEo depends on the
sign of the product of PP'Q ( &0, with our choice of
PC}. It reverses for an interchange of cations and anions
within the PC. However, it does not change sign in go-
ing from the resonance near E& to that near E&+6& ~

The EO scattering is a process which involves a third
higher band.

2. q dependent (-F) scattering by plasmons
or LO phonons

The Raman polarizability aF for q-induced Raman
scattering has been evaluated, in Ref. 31, in third-order

f= ,' for III-V co—mpounds. ' The final result for the
EO Raman tensor RFo, near Ei (Ei +b, ) is then given
by (q along z )

REo,.——aEo T

where

. &3f 1 e
RF———I

4ma0 c0L(~Lais)'~2 m

2
V, CFp2v'" g, (an)'

e

X(s, —s„)eq +p8 8 lnP —lna
Qp2 a—

4

, (q.Ti q)T& .
I=& 9'

(21)

The vectors eI are unit vectors pointing in the direction
of the 1th valley. The T& (1=1,2, 3,4) matrices are
defined as

2 1

T2 ——— 1 2
6

1 —1

—1 —1

2 —1

2

T) ————1
6 —1 —1 2

1 —1
(22)

2

T = — 13 6

—1 1
'

1, T4 ————1
6—1 1 2 1 1 2 l

In general, RF is a nondiagonal tensor. For backscatter-
ing on a (001) face it becomes di~aona~l since
(2/q )(q T&.q)= —,

' (l=1,2, 3,4) and g&, T& ———', I. With

+p =2+(a+p)(lnp —lna),8 8 (InP —lna )

ap'

Eq. (21) simplifies to (RF——aF1) (Refs. 8 and 31),

. 2v 3 f 1 eQF=/
1T 00 Q)L (Q)LQ)S )

2
V, CFp2

V' u (fiQ)

X(s, —sl, }q[2+(a+P)(lnP —lna)] . (23)

For Raman scattering by LO phonons, Eq. (23) differs
from Eq. (8) of Ref. 8 by a factor a*/a0, and —'„which
were inadvertently omitted.

A comparison of Eq. (23) with (19) shows that the sus-
ceptibility of Frohlich intraband q-dependent scattering
is proportional to the frequency derivatives of the func-
tion lnp —lna (two-band process), whereas the interband
EO scattering is simply proportional to Inp —lna
(three-band process).
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penetration factor —,'a (100—200 A in GaSb) is of the or-
der of the thickness of the depletion layer (175 A in our
sample), the electric-field-induced Raman scattering by
LO phonons cannot be neglected (electric fields of the
order of 10 V/cm are obtained near the surface).

The resonance of the two-band scattering processes by
LO phonons near the E& gap via the Franz-Keldysh
mechanism has been calculated by several authors in
fourth-order perturbation theory. ' ' ' It involves the
Frohlich intraband coupling and the matrix element of
the interaction HF between the electron-hole pair and
the electric field:

2.10 2.20
%to, (eV)

2.30

FIG. 3. Raman eKciency for q-induced forbidden (F}
scattering calculated with Eq. {23) using the parameters ap-
propriate to the LO phonon of GaSb for three different
broadenings of the E

& gap (g = 5, 10, and 30 meV).

3. Surface field induce-d (E-) scattering by LO phonons

Figure 3 shows the results of calculations with Eq.
(23), using the same parameters as in Fig. 2. It reveals
the sharper resonance and the stronger enhancement of
the F-induced scattering as compared with Fig. 2. There
are also single resonances at ficol E, (incom——ing) and
iricos =Ei (outgoing). Both divergences are removed by
the finite broadening g of the gap. Already for g=5
meV, the resonance maximum occurs at Ei+RQLo/2
(compare with the dashed curve of Fig. 2). The F
scattering is more affected by the broadening of the Ei
gap than the EO scattering. The sign of aF depends
only on the difference in the masses m, i —mt, i ( &0), and
on CF. It is the same for LO phonons and plasmons for
our definition of the PC and remains the same at the E

&

and E
& +5

& gaps. For opposite faces a F changes sign,
while aF& does not.

2

z eCF Lop2
(AQLo)

V,

V L7p L~
1/2—

8 1np —lna
&p ap' ct p—

&3f 1 e
E 4ira o coL ( coj.Q7s )

1/2

a a
&CeLo.E +

~p
4

X g (E.T, q)T, . (25)

In general, RF (like RF) is a nondiagonal tensor. For
backscattering at a (001) face with E/

~

E
~

=(0,0, 1) it
becomes diagonal, since (2/Eq )E TI.q= ——',
(l =1,2, 3, 4) and g& &

TI ——~3 I. Carrying out the fre-
quency derivatives simplifies to (RF ——aFI) (Refs. 8, 31,
and 61):

aE =—2v'3 f 1 e

9' ao to&(cozcos)'~2 m

V,

V Qp Lg
1/2—

p2

eCF, L 1 1
&(

'

~

E
~

2(lnp —ina)+ —+-
(iiiQLo ) ct p

Equation (24) is valid as long as the characteristic
electro-optic energy is small when compared with the
damping of the electron states. The final expression
for the E-induced Raman tensor corresponding to LO
phonons is similar to that of q-dependent F-induced
scattering: '

The effect of an external or built-in (depletion layer)
electric field consists of two parts. The purely electronic
contribution (Franz-Keldysh mechanism) corresponds
to the separation of electron and hole in the intermediate
states induced by the electric field. The second contri-
bution arises from the relative sublattice displacements
induced by the field and a resulting modification of the
phonon properties.

'Whereas the second mechanism is important in
paraelectric crystals with "soft-mode" behavior, the
Franz-Keldysh mechanism has been shown to be impor-
tant in III-V semiconductors. The electric field leads
to an enhancement of the dipole-forbidden Raman
scattering [electric-field-induced Raman scattering
(EFIRS)]. It has been used to investigate the electric
field in space-charge regions at surfaces and inter-
faces. ' ' ' ' For excitation close to the E

&
and

E
& +6

~ gaps of III-V compounds, when the light

Figure 4(a) (upper part) compares the result of calcula-
tions with Eq. (26) (using the parameters appropriate to
the LO phonon of GaSb and ii=30 meV) with that of
Eq. (23) for F-induced dipole-forbidden scattering. The
resonance line shape for E-induced scattering is very
similar, however, it leads to a sharper resonance, as ex-
pected from the fact that it depends on higher-order
derivatives. The ratio of the E-scattering with respect to
the F-scattering efficiency can be estimated for large
broadenings, as in the case of the Ei gap, to be at the
resonance maxima

~

eE/iri~ /
~
i(s, —sh)q

~

. It equals
about 50 for the E i gap of GaSb (assuming E = 10
V/cm).

We also see from Fig. 4(b) (lower part) that the real
and imaginary parts of az and a F are also quite similar
in magnitude and sign, with the a& curves somewhat
sharper than the aF counterparts.

One additional complication arises for the surface-
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where T, is defined in Eq. (17) and QDP is the corre-
sponding Raman polarizability. The EO scattering is
thus isomorphic to the DP scattering. The EO scatter-
ing gives rise to the difference between Raman scattering
by LO phonons (to which it contributes) with respect to
TO phonons (it does not contribute). The ratio between
the Raman polarizability aLo and aTo is used to define
the Faust-Henry coe%cjent C;

2
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N
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Im(aE)& l

1 I

' I
I

Im (aF )

Re(a )~'',F
I

l

2.202.10

t
I i I I I I 1

I I

(b) l I +Re(aE)
l

2,30

2ap
DP 4~6 I, O

d5

dX+(E ) dX (E )

dE E, dE

X+(E ) —X (E )+2d3 P + 0

1

(29)

Usually, the EO contribution to the LO-phonon scatter-
ing is small. We therefore assume, for aLo -—aDP, i.e.,38

the following dependence on energy near the E& and
E(+6) gaps

bio, (eV)

FIG. 4. (a) Raman efticiency for E-induced forbidden (E)
scattering calculated with Eq. (26) using the parameters ap-
propriate to the LO phonon of GaSb for g =30 meV (solid
line). The dotted line represents the results of a calculation
with Eq. (23) and identical parameters for q-dependent forbid-
den (F) scattering. (b) Comparison of the real and imaginary
parts of aE with the corresponding ones of a F (dotted curves).

field-induced scattering. The electric field decreases,
within a simple Schottky model, linearly from the sur-
face to the end of the depletion layer. ' ' The EFIRS
signal of' the LO-phonon scattering is therefore given by
a weighted average over the distance from the surface
ILQ f()E (z)e ' dz. Hence, the best way to separate
the q-dependent dipole-forbidden Raman scattering and
the EFIRS would be the application of an external elec-
tric field which produces Aat-band conditions. ' '

In order to investigate the interference effects of bare
LO phonons near the E, and Ei+ 6, , gaps (arising in the
depletion layer), we assume that the forbidden scattering
is of the Frohlich type. The field-induced effect can be
approximately taken into account, in view of the discus-
sion above, by simply increasing the prefactor of the ex-
pressions for aF.

Equation (29) describes aDP as a function of a strongly
resonant two-band contribution (deformation potential
d, o) and a less resonant three-band term (d3 o). The
constant B accounts for contributions of interband tran-
sitions far from the Ei and E, +b,

& gaps. In Eq. (29),
7+ and X are the dielectric susceptibilities of the E&
and EI+b,

& gaps, respectively [Eqs. (1) and (2)]. The
derivatives dX+ldE in the two-band terms must be re-
placed by the finite difference ratios of the susceptibili-
ties at E =%col and E =%co+, if the phonon energies can-
not be neglected with respect to

~
%col —E&+i'+ ~

or
~
fuel. EI —b, &+iri—

~

. For iIIALo=ii —,the error in us-
ing the derivative instead of the finite difference is small
( ( 10%).

The two-band terms produce a sharp resonance max-
imum near E

& +AQLo/2 and E
~ +6

& +AQLo/2 for
A'QLo 5 g+, g . The sign of their contribution to a Dp
does not change from E& to E&+6&. The three-band
terms cause a broader resonance between E

&
and

E&+6&. The sign of the contribution of the three-band
terms to aDP reverses as one goes from E& to E&+A~,
since the LO phonons couple the A4 5 and A6 valence
bands with each other and the corresponding energy
denominator reverses sign. The sign of aDP does not de-
pend on the choice of the cation and anion positions in
the PC but only on the sign of the deformation poten-
tials (d', , (0, d,' 0 )0)."4

4. Deformation potential (DP) scatte-ring by LO phonons

The deformation-potential scattering by LO phonons
obeys the usual dipole-selection rules. For backscatter-
ing at a (001) face its Raman tensor has the form

RDP z +DPTz (27)

5. Impurity-induced Raman scattering by LO phonons

A "forbidden" Raman scattering mechanism involving
elastic scattering by ionized impurities has been suggest-
ed by Gogolin and Rashba. It is a fourth-order pro-
cess in which the exciton is scattered twice, once by the
LO phonon via the Frohlich intraband interaction and
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once by the Coulomb potential of an ionized impurity.
For the case of the resonance near the E0+A0 gap, the
squared Raman polarizability has been calculated in Ref.
2. It yields a diagonal Raman tensor (dipole-forbidden
scattering). The scattering intensity of the higher-order
process can dominate over the quadrupole, q-dependent
Raman scattering because phonons with much larger
wave vector are involved: The impurities carry away the
difference between this wave vector and the small optical
scattering vector.

The squared Raman polarizability
I es RF; eL

I=
I aF;

I
depends on the transition amplitude

Wf;(es, er, q, q') of impurity-induced scattering by LO
phonons (pseudomomentum ih'q, momentum transfer by
the impurity iit'q') through

I
aF; I

'= ngnL

277

2
V,

2
V

(nI v) (2' )

x J J "q' "q
I Wf (es eL, q q')

I

'

x 5(kL —ks —q —q') . (30)

The form of Eq. (30) is similar to that of Eq. (6); howev-
er, the transition probability

I Wf;(es, et )
I

is now
given by an integral over the q of the phonon branch
weighted by the number of impurities nI V within the
probing volume (nt denotes the concentration of impuri-
ties). The transition amplitude Wf; (es, eL, q, q') can be
evaluated from a fourth-order perturbation expression.
The most resonant terms include as a first step the an-
nihilation of the incident photon while an e-h pair is
created, and as the last step the creation of the scattered
photon under recombination of an e-h pair. The two in-
termediate steps are either scattering first by the phonon
and then by the impurity yielding an outgoing double
resonance at ficoL E& +fiQ& o——or the inverse (incoming
double resonance, iiicor E& ). The as——sumptions made for
the calculations are mainly the same as for the EO, F,
and DP processes. In order to carry out the q integra-
tion in Eq. (30) analytically we have to assume bands in-
dependent of k along the A direction (two-dimensional
bands, a condition more stringent than two-dimensional
critical points). This crude assumption is corrected a
posteriori in part by introducing a larger broadening q
for the corresponding gap. The effect of the neglected
slope of the bands in the A direction is to carry away
(add) kinetic energy to the electrons or holes scattered
into intermediate states. It thus reduces the double reso-
nance, since the corresponding denominator in the per-
turbation expression does not vanish for all K~~. An in-
creased broadening g should be able to simulate this
effect qualitatively. It must be interpreted as a weighted
value of the energy denominator over those q vectors of
LO phonons that contribute mostly to the impurity-
induced scattering. Since the LO phonons of interest are
close to the center of the Brillouin zone (q &0.2/ao),
the increase in g should be small. We took it to be 10
meV, a value which leads to reasonable agreement be-
tween the experimental and calculated two-phonon reso-
nances.

The final result is obtained by summing the transition
amplitudes over the different valleys including spin de-
generacy, and integrating in cylindrical coordinates over
the density of states (K integration) and over the whole
phonon branch assumed to be independent of q. The
last integration is expected to overestimate the scattering
intensity.

For the calculation, we take the Fourier transform of
the screened Coulomb potential to be

4 2

v( )= iq r

(qi+q+qF )&ov
(31)

X (&K„,,+K —&K+.„q,K )

+ ~k, k'+q ' (32)

Carrying out all the integrations, the squared Raman po-
larizability is found to be

r

2M* QLp
3

Q)L Gag

2P CF 1
n, v

(ih'QLo) aoa*

qzdqz 3 qz X a *qz
0

(33)

The functions 3 (q~) and X(a "qi) are defined in the
Appendix. X(a*qz) results from the integration of the
density of states in the direction perpendicular to [111],
whereas 3 (q~ ) arises from the integration over the pho-
non branch in the direction parallel to [111]. They both
depend on the laser energy AmL through the dimension-
less quantities a and P [Eq. (18)]. Figure 5 shows the re-
sult of calculations with Eqs. (33), (A2), and (A6) for pa-
rameters appropriate to the E I gap of CxaSb and
different effective broadenings q of the E& gap. For
small broadenings, two distinct peaks are seen which
correspond to the double resonances at PAL E& (in-——
coming) and iruuL Ei+irtALo (outgo——ing), the outgoing
one being dominant. The divergences found for q=0
disappear for finite g, and the resonance curves smear
out rapidly for increasing g while the peak maxima de-
crease. At i)=40 meV (as chosen for the E, gap of

Here, q~ (q~~ ) is the wave vector parallel (perpendicular)
to the [111]direction and eo the low-frequency dielectric
constant. For our purpose, we shall approximate the
screening wave vector qF by one-half of the distance be-
tween impurities [qF ——2/A, =2(4irnt /3)' ], an approxi-
mation which should represent screening by compensat-
ed impurities, but also should not be too bad in the case
of screening by ionized impurities. In the bulk, the ap-
propriate wave vector will be given by the Fermi-
Thomas screening length. The matrix element of the
electron-impurity interaction then becomes

4 2

& 0
I
bk'K'H. (q» kK I

» =
(q +qF)eoV
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FIG. 5. Raman efficiency for impurity-induced forbidden
scattering by one LO phonon calculated with Eqs. (33), (A2),
and (A6) using the parameters appropriate to GaSb for three
different broadenings of the El gap (g = 5, 10, and 40 meV).

FIG. 6. Raman efficiency for scattering by two LO phonons
calculated with Eqs. (34), (A3), and (A7) using the parameters
appropriate to GaSb for three different broadenings of the E 1

gap (q=5, 10, and 40 meV).

GaSb) only one maximum is seen, close to E, +IIIQLQ
(outgoing resonance).

6. Two-LO-phonon scattering

4

p4C4F
dS

2LO

1
X

(MILD) aoa*

& I qidqi&(qi) I
&(a "qi) I'.

0
(34)

The functions 8 (qi) and I'(a*qi) are given in the Ap-
pendix. Equation (34) depends on energy through the
dimensionless quantities a, P [Eq. (18)], and y,

AcuL —E] +i g+ —2AQLO
p =Ex —2=

fsALp
(35)

Figure 6 depicts the results of calculations with Eqs.
(34), (A3), and (A7) for parameters appropriate to the E,

The calculation of the scattering by the 2LO phonon
near the E& and E& + 6& gaps is formally similar to that
of the impurity-induced scattering. One has only to re-
place the vertex of the electron-impurity interaction by a
second Frohlich intraband interaction [Eq. (20)].
The terms arising from the permutations of the Frohlich
interactions are identical and yield a factor of 2 for the
transition amplitude W~; ( es, ei, q, q'). When summing
over the whole phonon branch, the integral must be per-
formed only between the origin and the edge of the Bril-
louin zone to avoid double counting of phonon pairs.
The calculation yields a diagonal tensor and the scatter-
ing efficiency [Eq. (5)]

2
32f 2 ~s "s e

3~ cgL nL Plc4

B. Interference eB'ects of plasmons and LO phonons

The same final state is reached for electro-optic (EO)
and Frohlich intraband Raman scatttering by plasmons,
since the q vector of this process is fixed (q=kl —ks).
This also holds for the deformation-potential (and EO)
and F-induced (and E-induced) scattering by LO pho-
nons. These processes are mutually coherent. As a
consequence the Raman tensors must be added before
squaring. The impurity-induced Raman scattering by
LO phonons is incoherent with the DP and F mecha-
nism since it leads to a manifold of final states in q
space. It simply adds intensity to the previous intrinsic
mechanisms. For backseat tering configurations on a
(001) face (Sec. II) we thus get the following scattering
efficiencies (to numerical factors different for plasmons
and LO phonons):

Configuration

(I) z (x ', x ')z
(II) z (y', y')z
(III) z (x,x )z
(IV) z (y, x )z

Plasmon

I
aEQ+aF

I

iaEo aF I

I
aF

I

'
I aEo I

LO phonon

IaDP+aF I'+ IaF I'
IaDP aF I'+ IaF; I'
I
aF

I

'+
I aF, I

'
I aDF I

'

gap of GaSb. For very small g three peaks are seen at
L ——Er, Er+&&Lo, and E&+2AALO. In the 3D case,

only one peak is seen at the outgoing resonance (Fig. 3
of Ref. 5). This difference results from the divergence of
the Green's function for uncorrelated e-h pairs (logarith-
mic singularity) at a 2D electronic critical point. No
such divergence occurs in the three-dimensional case.
As for impurity-induced scattering, the double reso-
nances are strongly affected by the broadening. At
g=40 meV (the value assumed for the E, gap of GaSb)
only one maximum is seen, close to E&+24'ALo.
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We thus expect different scattering intensities by
plasmons (and LO phonons) for polarization along
x'=(1/&2) (1,1,0) and y'=(1/&2) (1, 1,0).

Scattering at the opposite face (001) changes only the
sign of a„[because of the factor e q in Eq. (21)] for
plasmons and LO phonons. The constructive interfer-
ence becomes destructive and vice versa. At the same
time, one may interchange x' and y' and the interference
should remain unchanged ([001] is a fourfold improper
rotation axis of the Tz group).

The same happens for an interchange of the cation
and anion within the PC. In the case of plasmons aEo
reverses sign due to the product PP'Q, while aF (CF)
does not. In the case of LO phonons aF changes sign,
due to the change of CF, while neither aDp nor aEo do
so (CFPP'Q remains unchanged). Thus the interference
pattern reverses sign: The interference effects in Raman
scattering do not depend on the definition of the primi-
tive cell.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 7 and 8 display Raman spectra (for bv be-
tween 100 and 800 cm ') obtained in the four difFerent
backscattering configurations (given in the above table)
for two different laser energies A~L. The plasmon and
the LO phonon are clearly observed (the vertical scale of

the LO-phonon line has been increased by eight in both
figures). There is a dipole-allowed (EO) contribution to
the Raman scattering by plasmons (Fig. 7, configuration
IV). The z(x', x')z configuration (I) yields a spectrum
different from that of the z(y', y')z configuration (II), re-
vealing that an interference in scattering cross sections
occurs. The interference between dipole-allowed and
dipole-forbidden Raman scattering is constructive for
plasmons in configuration I and for LO phonons in
configuration II at AcoL ——2. 161 eV. It is interesting to
note that the Raman scattering by plasmons vanishes in
the z(y', y')z configuration (II). This leads us to con-
clude that no incoherent Raman scattering process is
operative for plasmons (at this laser energy), contrary to
the case of LO phonons. When one crosses the F.

& gap
with the laser (AcoL ——2.269 eV, Fig. 8), the features at-
tributed to the plasmon become weaker with respect to
the LO phonon due to increasing absorption. The inten-
sity of the plasmon becomes nearly the same in all
configurations, whereas the interference persists for the
LO phonon at AcoL ——2.269 eV.

The upper parts of Figs. 9 and 10 [parts (a) and (b)]
summarize the resonance profiles measured for plasmons
and LO phonons, respectively. The data have been con-
verted into squared Raman polarizabilities as discussed
in Sec. II [Eqs. (3) and (4)]. The lines are drawn as a
guide for the eye. The error in the absolute squared Ra-
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FIG. 7. Rarnan spectrum between hv= 100—800 crn ', tak-
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configurations (see table in text, Sec. III B). The vertical scale
must be multiplied by eight for the LO phonons.

FIG. 8. Raman spectrum between hv= 100—800 cm ', tak-
en at RcoL ——2.269 eV in the four different backseat tering
configurations (see table in text, Sec. III 8). The vertical scale
must be multiplied by eight for the LO phonons.
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FIG. 10. Resonance profile for Raman scattering by LO
phonons near the E& and El+6& gaps of GaSb. (a) and (b):
Experimental points displayed as squared Raman polarizabili-
ties determined in the four different backscattering
configurations (see table in text, Sec. IIIB). The lines are
drawn as a guide for the eye. (c) and (d): Calculation with the
expressions of Sec. III and the Appendix, assuming
deformation-potential, q-dependent Frohlich-induced and
impurity-induced Raman scattering.

man polarizabilities amounts to about 50%, mainly due
to the uncertainty in the Raman polarizability of Si and
to the absorption correction near the EI and E& +6 I

gaps. The resonance maximum of the constructive in-
terference for plasmons (configuration I) corresponds to
the squared Raman polarizability

~
es R eI

~=3.5 & 10 A or to the scattering eKciency
dS/dQ

~ z ——9.6X 10 sr ' cm ' [Eqs. (5) and (6)],
whereas the corresponding values for LO phonons
(configuration II) amount to

~
es R.eL

~

=5.4 X10 A
or dS/dQ

~ Lo ——2.2X10 sr ' cm '. After
the correction for absorption, the plasmon and the LO-
phonon signals are comparable, and the different scaling
factors in Figs. 9 and 10 are due to the difference in the
LO-phonon and plasmon amplitude [Eqs. (7) and (8)].

At the Ei gap, the interference for the z(x', x')z
configuration (I) is constructive for plasmons, whereas it
is destructive for LO phonons. At the El +hi gap this
interference remains constructive for plasmons, while it
becomes also constructive for LO phonons. This fact
has already been accounted for by the theory (Sec. III).
The (F) q-dependent scattering is a two-band term which
does not change its sign from E& to E&+6&. The EO
Raman scattering by plasmons behaves in the same way
since it is a three-band mechanism involving a higher
conduction band. The dipole-allowed Raman scattering
by LO phonons changes its sign from El to El+61.
This is true only for the three-band DP scattering (defor-
mation potential d3o), which predominates over the
two-band (d 1 o ) and EO contributions. The observation
justifies a posteriori the assumptions made in Sec. III A 4.
It is confirmed by the fact that the DP scattering by LO
phonons is rather strong between the El and El +AI
gaps: the three-band terms are still active. The EO
scattering by plasmons is stronger on the low-energy side
of each gap, whereas on the high-energy side it can
hardly be distinguished from the background.

The lower parts [(c) and (d)] of Figs. 9 and 10 display
calculations according to the theory developed in Sec.
III. The material parameters which were used are listed
in Table I. ' The parameters of the gaps were taken
from the line-shape analysis of ellipsometric data (Sec.
II).

Simulations of the measured resonant interference
curves of plasmons are obtained with Eqs. (19) and (23),
including in the response function the finite width of the
plasmon (2fil p

——13 meV) Areal co.nstant added to the
Raman polarizability aEo due to the EO mechanism ac-
counts for contributions of different gaps situated away
from resonance (C = —7.6X10 A ). It causes this
contribution to be stronger at low energy than at the
high-energy side of each gap. The calculations represent
the observed features rather well. A completely destruc-
tive interference (configuration II) is obtained at
AcoL ——2. 16 eU. The real and imaginary parts of the cal-
culated Raman tensor aEO and aF are displayed in Fig.
11. The observed signs at El and El +Al are those pre-
dicted by theory.

The interference curves of the LO phonons were cal-
culated with Eqs. (23), (29), (33), (A2), and (A6). For the
impurity-induced scattering, the widths of the corre-
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E, =2.160 eV'
E, +51——2. 597 eV'
3+ =0.54 eV'

=0.54 eV'
El ——5.6 eV
p'= —3.3X 10 eV cm'
AAp ——75 meV
2fiI P=13 meV
ao=6.09 A
C» ——6.95X10 ' eVcm'
m, ~=0.09 m

M*=81395 rn

q =1.1X10 cm

=29.2 meV'
=40.8 meV'

d 1 o
———10 eV

dq o
——60 eV

P =9.5 X 10 ' eV crn'

Q =8.1X10 ' eVcm'
AALo ——29. 5 rneV
a*=44 A
CF LQ 1 X 10 ' eV crn'

mg, ——0.22 m

mI, 1 ——0.28 m
if

qF ——4X 10 cm

'From ellipsometry.
E& ——El +5'&/2 (Ref. 65) ~

'Reference 66.
From k p expressions (Ref. 55).

'At ficuL ——2. 16 eV, q =(nLML+ns~s)/~.
qF =2(4nn, /

TABLE I. Parameters of GaSb used to fit the experimental
resonance curves with theoretical expressions.
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FIG. 12. Raman scattering efficiency for two-LO-phonon
scattering near the E& and E&+AI gaps of GaSb. The lines
represent the theoretical fit to the experimental points.
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FIG. 11. Energy dependence of the Raman polarizabilities
a« for electro-optic scattering and aF for q-dependent forbid-
den scattering by plasmons as used for the calculation of Fig.
9.

sponding gaps were increased by 10 meV, so as to simu-
late the slope of the bands in the A direction. The ade-
quacy of this approximation can be checked for the reso-
nance of the 2LO-phonon scattering as shown in Fig. 12.
The solid line represents the result of a calculation with
Eqs. (34), (A3), and (A7) and the parameters of Table I
(the broadening of the gap was chosen 10 meV higher).
Although there are difterences at the high-energy side
of the E, gap and at E, +5, , probably due to the
absorption corrections, the agreement is remarkable.
The theoretical expression yields a scattering effi-
ciency dS /d 0,

~ zLo
——9 && 10 sr ' cm ', while 2. 7

& 10 sr ' cm ' is found experimentally. It is at least 2

orders of magnitude lower than the LO-phonon or
plasmon signal (dS/dfl=10 ' —10 sr ' cm '). The
fit of the dipole-allowed scattering by LO phonons with
Eq. (29) required B =0 and the deformation potentials
d I p = —10 eV and d 3 Q

—60 eV. The value
d 3 o+(1/2&2)d

& o
——56 eV is in surprisingly good agree-

ment with that found experimentally (53 eV) from the
extrapolation of dipole-allowed scattering by LO pho-
nons near the Eo+b, o gap ( = 1.6 eV). The high value
of d 3 Q implies that the three-band contributions to DP
scattering by LO phonons are important. In InSb, lower
values were determined experimentally around E I

(d3O ——33+8 eV, d
& o

———16+4 eV). Pseudopotential
calculations for InSb and Ge yield d 3 p ——40 eV and
d I p-——20 eV. ' The results seem to indicate that
three-band contributions to DP scattering are more im-
portant in GaSb than, e.g. , in InSb or Ge. Figure 13 de-
picts the Raman polarizabilities for DP and F q-induced
Raman scattering by LO phonons as a function of laser
energy. The real part of aDP changes its sign from EI to
EI +6I. Between the gaps, the imaginary part is dom-
inant. The observed signs of the components of aDp and
a F at E I and E I +6I are those predicted by theory.

The intrinsic contribution (F) to the total dipole-
forbidden Raman scattering by LO phonons is obtained
from the calculation of Fig. 10(d), evaluated at the reso-
nance maximum. We find

I
aF

I
'-../( I

aF I'..+ I
aF;

I

with
~
aF

~

=2.4
~
aF;

~

. This result difFers from earlier
observations for InSb. Near the E I gap of undoped
InSb most of the dipole-forbidden Raman scattering by
LO phonons (&90%) was found to be induced by im-
purities and only a weak interference between the
dipole-forbidden and dipole-allowed scattering was seen.
The present result di6'ers also from observations on III-V
compounds near the Ep+Ap gap, where only less than
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o+

1000

500

-500

for the material parameters of GaSb in Table I. The
enhancement factor depends on the average electric field

~

E
~

in the scattering region. Our estimate is based on
the reasonable value E = 1 X 10 V/cm.

The Raman polarizability azz for EO scattering by
plasmons describes a three-wave mixing process: The
electric field of the incident light (frequency coL ) is mixed
with the electric field of the created plasmon (frequency
—Qp) to yield the scattered electrical field (cps). We
can relate the Raman polarizability to the second-order
susceptibility describing the three-wave mixing
XI/3(cl7L Qp cog ). Using Eq. (3) of Ref. 36 we obtain

-1000-

—1500 I

2.0
E1

22 24

chili~(eV)

DP

E+h,
1( 1

2.6 2.8

FIG. 13. Energy dependence of the Raman polarizabilities
a Dp for deformation-potential scattering and a F for q-
dependent forbidden scattering by LO phonons as used for the
calculation of Fig. 10.

43% of the dipole-forbidden scattering is due to the q
dependent F-coupling. ' ' ' The high rate of coherent
dipole-forbidden scattering by LO phonons can only
partly be explained by the suppression of impurity-
induced scattering by the large broadening of the E&

gap, since this argument should also apply to InSb.
In the present case, the dipole-forbidden scattering by

LO phonons may be strongly enhanced by the E-induced
mechanism. In order to check this suggestions, we com-
pare the Raman polarizabilities calculated from the ex-
pressions of Sec. III with the prefactors required for the
calculations of Figs. 9 and 10, which roughly fit the ex-
perimental results. The theoretical prefactors are 6
times lower for azo and 12 times lower for aF in the
case of plasmon scattering. The calculated F-induced
scattering by LO phonons must be increased by 20,
while the DP requires only a scaling factor of 1.5 in or-
der to fit the data. The latter lies within the errors in
the absorption corrections and the separation of the
L —LO-mode combined feature. The calculated
impurity-induced scattering by LO phonons, however, is
80 times larger for ni —-2)&10' cm than the experi-
mental one. The explanation of this fact probably lies in
the simplification of the integral over K~~.

We note that the scattering mechanisms related to the
Frohlich field of longitudinal excitations (1.0 phonons,
plasmons) appear stronger in the experiment than in the
calculations (nearly an order of magnitude). This may
be due to the electron-hole correlation (excitons) in the
intermediate states: electric fields should strongly affect
excitons (autoionization). On the other hand, the high
amount of coherent dipole-forbidden scattering by LO
phonons near the E] gap of n-type GaSb can be ex-
plained by the scattering induced by the surface field.
According to Eq. (26), the Raman polarizability aE of
E-induced scattering should be about 7 times larger near
resonance than that of the q-dependent F scattering aF

BXip BEp
a =m VV'EO e c g~ gQ

(36)

In Eq. (36), m, is the effective electron mass at the I
point, 7,2 the dielectric susceptibility, Ep the electric
field associated with the plasmon, and Q3 the normal-
mode coordinate. The derivative BEp/BQ3 is equal to
CF(20p/Vfi)'~ /e, and BXi2/BEp is the second-order
susceptibility p'&&3 which is related to azo through

(2)
g1/2

3n in in in EO
2 CFQp V, m,

(37)

Plasrnon GaSb

u) P
~CD
I~

U)3
a -1

Cl
I

3

2

2.0

E,
I

22
I

2.4

S'IL(eV)

E1+h,
1

I

2.6

FICx. 14. Dispersion of the second-order nonlinear electric
susceptibility X'&23(col. , —Qp, cuq) near the Ej and E&+A~ gaps
of CzaSb.

A factor of 2 has been introduced in the denominator of
Eq. (37) in order to conform with the usual definition of
g f23 in nonlinear optics. Figure 14 displays the disper-
sion of the second-order susceptibility (in esu) near the
E& and E&+5& gap of GaSb. 7'&&3 has imaginary parts
close to the gaps. At resonance near E„~X'i23

~

be-
comes of the order of 2X 10 esu (6.7X 10 m/V).

An important part of the work on nonlinear suscepti-
bility deals with the second-harmonic generation (SHG)
[X',23(co,co, 2co)] (Refs. 68, and 69) or with the EO
coefficient [X'iz3(co, O, co)] (Refs. 25 and 69), which give
the birefringence induced by a static electric field. Ex-
perimenta1 determinations of EO coe%cients are usually
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restricted to the spectral region below or close to the
lowest absorption edge. ' Measurements and calcula-
tions for III-V compounds show that the nonlinear sus-
ceptibilities resonate when the sum frequency co3 of co&

and coz in XPz3(cc) $ coz co3) equals the E
&

or E, + b, ,
gap. For co3 close to the E& and E&+6& gaps, the
nonlinear susceptibilities 7/23 for SHG are of the order
of 3 X 10 esu (10 ' m/V), 2 orders of magnitude
lower than our result which corresponds to
X fz3(co „0,co3 ). The latter would be expected to be larger
than the former, since it has two energy dominators
fulfilling the resonance condition instead of one. The
measurement of the EO scattering by plasmons and their
interference with F-induced Raman scattering near criti-
cal points provides a tool to determine the dispersion of
nonlinear susceptibilities and to separate their real and
imaginary parts.

Measurements of the Faust-Henry coefficient by Ra-
man scattering have also been used to determine the EO
coefficient below the fundamental absorption edge in the
long-wavelength limit [Eq. (28)]. In the fundamental
absorption region C, defined as

ez ' Bg]2/BuC= (38)M* 02~o a& ~2/~E

becomes complex. BX&2/Bu is the susceptibility associat-
ed with DP scattering. It is then not possible to deter-
mine the Faust-Henry coefficient C (real and imaginary
parts) from the measured ratio

I aLo/a~o
I

. A com-
plex C, as determined from the calculations of Fig. 13
for LO phonons (BX&z/Bu ) and from Fig. 14 for
plasmons (BX&z/BE) can, however, be used to predict the
ratio

I aLo/aro I [Eq. (28)]. We determine this ratio
by measuring the dipole-allowed scattering by TO pho-
nons in backscattering on a (111) face of a similar sam-
ple (crossed polarization) and comparing the result for
LO-phonon dipole-allowed scattering in a spectral region
where the signal is essentially confined to the surface de-
pletion layer (A'coL )2.4 eV). We obtained

I
aLo/aro I

=1.3+0.1, nearly independent of laser fre-
quency. The value estimated from the calculated disper-
sion of XPz'3 and a Dp (Figs. 13 and 14) is

I
aLo/aro I

=1.1 at A'coL ——2.4 eV and
I
aLo/a To I

1.4 at AcoL ——2. 5 eV. Thus the
I

a „o/a ro I

ratio should,
in general, not be constant over the spectral range due to
the different dispersion of the Raman tensor of DP and
EO scattering. The complex Faust-Henry coefficient

I

We have shown that the dipole-allowed (electro-optic)
Raman scattering by plasmons interferes with the
dipole-forbidden (F induced) one near the E

&
and

E&+5& gaps. The sign of the interference is predicted
by the theory developed and is consistent with that seen
for the LO phonon of the surface depletion layer. The
absolute values of Raman polarizabilities are in qualita-
tive agreement with those obtained from a theory which
assumes uncorrelated e-h pairs: A quantitative compar-
ison suggests that excitonic effects are important near
the E& and E&+6& gaps and that the main part of the
dipole-forbidden Raman scattering by LO phonons is
due to the electric-field-induced mechanism. The mea-
surement of the resonance of the electro-optic scattering
near interband critical points yields information about
the dispersion of the nonlinear electric susceptibility
(real and imaginary parts) near the corresponding gap.
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APPENDIX
The integrals over the electronic density of states (K)

and the phonon branch (q) must be carried out in cylin-
drical coordinates. The wave vector KI~ varies from 0 to
~&3f /a0, where f= —,

' is the portion of the A direction
where the A6' and A4 5 (A6) bands are parallel. After
the decomposition of the denominator into partial frac-
tions, the integration perpendicular to the [111] direc-
tion (K~) leads to integrals of the form

I( —A, B,C)= dx
(x —A)(x +2Bx+C )'

&z C —C' —Aa—ln
&z A (&z +A +B)

with z = A +2AB +C and x =Q~ K~.
The integration over K~ yields the function X(a*qj )

for impurity-induced scattering and Y(a q|) in the case
of 2LO-phonon scattering:

(Al)

varies from C = —0. 15 i—0.6 at fuuL ——2.4 eV to
C = —0.23 —i0.24 at AcoL ——2. 5 eV.

V. CONCLUSION

X(a*qz) =I( a, a, b) I( p, a—,b)+I( ——a,g—, h) I( p, g, h) +I(—a,—c,d) I( p—,c,d)+I( ——a, i j ) I( p, i j—)— —
1

[s,I( —a, a, b) s,I( —5', a, b) I—( —a, k, !)+—I( —5', k, l)]
Sh S ShQ "vi

z [s,I ( —a, g, h ) s,I ( —5",g, h ) I—( —a, k, l ) + I( —5",k, 1—) ]
Se+SeSgQ g J

1 „zz [sqI( a, c,d) sqI( —e', c,d ) I—( —a, k, l—)+I(—E—', k,l)].
s —s sgQ

z [s~I( —a, i,j ) s&I( —e",i,j ) I ( ——a, k, I)+I(—e"—, k, l )]
Sg+S SgQ gi

(A2)
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and

Y(a *qt) = —,
' [I( a—, a, b) I—( —y, a, b) I—( —y, c,d) +I( a—,c,d)]

1
[s,I( ct—,a, b) s,I—( —5, a, b) I( —ct, e,—f)+ I( —6, e,f)]

sp —s —s sp, a qg

1

z [s&I( a, c—, d) s&I—( e—tc, d) I ( —ct, e,f—)+I( —e, e,f)] .
s —sp, —s sp, a

(A3)

X(a*qt) and Y(a*q~) depend on functions of the laser energy through the dimensionless quantities a, p, and y
defined as

(A4)

The variables introduced in (A2) and (A3) represent

a = —p —a s, qt, b =a +2p, c = —p —a st qJ,42 2 2 42 2 2

g= —cz —a s, q~, h =g+2a, i = —a —a s~qJ,42 2 2 42 2 2

d=c+2p, e = —) —a* qt, f=e+2y,
j=i +2a, k = —p —a* qt, l =0+2p,

$=p+ +s,a' q~,
$A

S
$' =p+s, a *2q 2~, 6"=a+ —+s,a *

q f,
sA

(AS)

E=p+ +st, a qt, e =p+sga qt, & =&+
Se

sh
+s&a qz .

Se

For the integration over the phonon branch
[q = (q~~, qt ) ] we neglect the dispersion of the LO-
phonon energy. The limits of integration for

q~~
can be

set equal to infinity instead of 2~/ao without any loss of
accuracy. We obtain the functions 3 (a "qt) and
B (a *qt ) in the case of impurity-induced and 2LO-
phonon scattering, respectively:

and

1A(a*qt)=
qF

B (a'q~) =
4q~

(2qt qF )—
2(q +q )

(A6)

(A7)
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